
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.

No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES

This paper carries 48 marks:

 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS


You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.


INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES


You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.


No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.


INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES


This paper carries 48 marks:


 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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Card B4 – Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society


Lee el siguiente texto sobre las tendencias. El examinador / la examinadora te pedirá que 
contestes las tres preguntas a continuación relacionadas con el texto.


Examiner questions


1. ¿Qué les interesa a los jóvenes españoles hoy día?


2. ¿Por qué se sienten saturados a veces por Internet y las redes sociales?


3. ¿Qué soluciones hay a los problemas que causan Internet y las redes sociales?


END OF TEST


Los temas de actualidad por los que los jóvenes españoles sienten mayor interés son los avances 
tecnológicos, la igualdad de género y el medio ambiente. Sin embargo, la mitad de los jóvenes 
españoles de 16 a 20 años se ha sentido con frecuencia saturada por el uso de Internet y las 
redes sociales hasta el punto de necesitar desconectarse de ellas.
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Candidate X 


Stimulus Card B5–  task 2 Discussion 


Assessment 
objective 


Maximum 
mark 


Mark 
awarded 


Commentary 


AO1 4 4 Very good interaction 
AO2 8 8 Full understanding of the stimulus material 
A03 8 6 Good knowledge of grammar 
A04 4 4 Very good knowledge and understanding of 


culture and society 
TOTAL 24 22 


Click play to hear the recording
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UNIT 1: SPEAKING (48 total marks) 


MARK SCHEME 
 


Principles of Marking 
 
Conduct of the Speaking Assessment  
As the assessor you must familiarise yourself with section 3.2 of the specification.  
 
General Advice for Examiners  
You are asked to read and digest thoroughly all the information set out in the document 
Instructions for Examiners sent as part of the stationery pack. It is essential for the smooth 
running of the examination that these instructions are adhered to by all. Particular attention 
should be paid to the following instructions regarding marking.  
 


 As an examiner, you must be positive in your approach. Look for opportunities to 
reward rather than penalise.  


 You must make sure that you are familiar with the assessment grid for marking the 
stimulus cards and that you consider the marks and descriptors carefully when 
awarding a mark for each assessment objective.  


 There are two marking grids. The marking grid for Task 1 covers AO1, AO3 and 
AO4. The marking grid for Task 2 is covers AO1, AO2, AO3 and AO4. See 
information below regarding advice on awarding marks using banded mark 
schemes.  


 The specified length of the entire speaking assessment is 15 minutes. The candidate 
will spend 5-6 minutes on Task 1 (argument) and 7-9 minutes on the Task 2 
(discussion) with you as the examiner.  


 
Timings for each stimulus card must be adhered to. You are not required to mark any 
speaking evidence which exceeds these timings.  
If a candidate's speaking assessment falls short of the stipulated timings, the candidate may 
self-penalise as it is likely that there will not be enough speaking evidence to access the full 
mark range.  
 
Banded mark schemes (Speaking)  
Banded mark schemes are divided so that each band has relevant descriptors. The 
descriptors for the band provide a description of the performance level for that band.  
This is done as a two stage process. 
 
Stage 1 – Deciding on the band  
When deciding on a band for each assessment objective, the assessment should be viewed 
holistically. Beginning at the lowest band, you should look at the descriptors for that band 
and see if they match the qualities shown in the candidate’s response for that section. If the 
descriptors at the lowest band are satisfied, you should move up to the next band and repeat 
this process for each band until the descriptors match the response.  
If a candidate’s assessment covers different aspects of different bands within the mark 
scheme, a ‘best fit’ approach should be adopted to decide on the band. For instance if the 
response is mainly in band 2 but with a limited amount of band 3 content, the response 
would be placed in band 2, but the mark awarded would be close to the top of band 2 as a 
result of the band 3 content. You should not seek to mark candidates down as a result of 
small omissions in minor areas of their response.  
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Stage 2 – Deciding on the mark  
Once the band has been decided, you can then assign a mark. WJEC will provide 
standardising material already awarded a mark and this should be used as reference 
material when assessing the response. When marking, you can use these examples to 
decide whether a candidate’s response is of a superior, inferior or comparable standard to 
the example. You are reminded of the need to revisit the standardising material as you apply 
the mark scheme in order to confirm that the band and the mark allocated is appropriate to 
the response given.  
 
When you are marking the candidate's responses to the stimulus cards you should consider 
the additional notes given for each card. However, you must bear in mind that the 
additional notes are not exhaustive and are for guidance only. All valid responses will be 
given credit.  
 
When marking you should record a mark for each AO.  
 
UNIT 1  
 
Speaking assessment – mark allocation 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total marks 


Task 1 
Argument 


4  8 12 24 


Task 2 
Discussion 


4 8 8 4 24 


Total marks 
 


8 8 16 16 48 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 1 – ARGUMENT) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


4  All questions are answered clearly 
and comprehensively 


 Very good interaction and 
spontaneity. Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of thoughts, feelings 
and view-points expressed 


7-8  Accurate use of grammar with few 
errors  


 Very good knowledge of idiomatic         
phrases and a variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and pronunciation are 
convincing 


 


10-12  Very good knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities 


 Ideas and points of view well supported by 
evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are based on an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
country's culture and society  


3  Most questions are answered 
clearly and some in detail 


 Good interaction, some 
spontaneity in initiating and 
sustaining discussion 


 A range of thoughts, feelings and 
view-points expressed 


5-6  Good use of grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic structures to 
support views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation and 
pronunciation do not impede 
understanding 


7-9  Good knowledge and understanding of the 
culture and society of Spain and Spanish-
speaking countries and communities 
with occasional inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are generally 
supported by evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are generally  
based on an understanding and 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society  


2  Some hesitation when answering 
questions. Answers generally lack 
depth 


 Attempts made to interact but 
prompting required at times 


 Some opinions and ideas 
expressed 


3-4  Limited grammatical knowledge and 
frequent basic errors.Limited 
accuracy.  


 Idiomatic structures used to convey 
pre-learnt material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom evident in 
unprepared material 


 Intonation and pronunciation 
sometimes impede understanding 


4-6  Superficial knowledge of the culture and 
society of Spain and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities, reliant on pre-
learnt material, presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not based on factual 
evidence 


 Limited understanding and appreciation of 
the country's culture and society  
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Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


1  Limited responses when 
answering questions 


 Limited success in establishing a 
meaningful exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts. 


 Limited range of ideas and 
opinions expressed 


1-2  Very basic grasp of grammar, 
sentences often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures used, showing 
lack of idiomatic knowledge. Heavy 
reliance on English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


1-3  Little evidence of relevant knowledge. 
Frequent misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented with no evidence 
to support it 


 No evidence of an understanding or 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society 


0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 2 – DISCUSSION) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction  


Marks  AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources  


Marks  AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societies of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


4  All questions are 
answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


 Very good interaction 
and spontaneity. 
Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of 
thoughts, feelings and 
view-points 
expressed 


7-8  Full understanding of 
the stimulus material 
demonstrated by clear 
and relevant 
responses to the 
stimulus and 
subsequent questions 


 


7-8  Very good knowledge of 
grammar with few errors  


 Very good knowledge of 
idiomatic phrases and a 
variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation are 
convincing 


4  Very good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 


 Ideas and points of view well 
supported by evidence 
 


3  Most questions are 
answered clearly and 
some in detail 


 Good interaction, 
some spontaneity in 
initiating discussion 


 A range of thoughts, 
feelings and view-
points expressed 


5-6  Stimulus material 
mostly understood 
demonstrated by 
responses to the 
stimulus and most 
subsequent questions 


5-6  Good knowledge of 
grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic 
structures to support 
views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation 
and pronunciation do not 
impede undersanding 


3  Good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 
with occasional 
inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are 
generally supported by 
evidence 
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GCE AS SPANISH - UNIT 1 (NEW) 
 


SUMMER 2017 MARK SCHEME 
 
 


CARD A1 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world  


Sub-theme – Regional culture and heritage in Spanish-speaking countries and communities  


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre la gastronomía. Elige una de estas posturas que 
defenderás contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el examinador/la 
examinadora.    
 
Opinión A   


 


 Las tapas y los platos típicos reflejan la variedad regional del país 


 


Opinión B  


 


 La comida rápida y las pizzas reflejan las tendencias gastronómicas modernas 


 


 


AO4  
 


In response to the task on the stimulus card the candidate may present and 
discuss the following: 
 
Opinion A: 


The importance of food/dishes from one or more regions (may use just 1 
specific region) of Spain or Latin America 


 Examples of popular tapas /dishes which encourage tourism, are good 
for local economy, consolidate regional identity  


 Spain or Latin America is particularly rich in its regional food heritage 
 
Opinion B: 


 The impact of food traditions from abroad 


 Popularity of fast food 


 These changes may result in the disappearance of traditional regional 
cuisine 


 
The examiner will take the opposing opinion to that chosen by the candidate 
and develop a discussion during the conversation in order to cover the opinions 
above. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 
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Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction 


Marks AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources 


Marks AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure 


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societ of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


2  Some hesitation 
when answering 
questions. Answers 
generally lack depth 


 Attempts made to 
interact but prompting 
required at times 


 Some opinions and 
ideas expressed 


3-4  Stimulus material 
partly understood 
demonstated by partial 
reponses to stimulus 
and subsequent 
questions 


 


3-4  Limited grammatical 
knowledge and frequent 
basic errors 


 Idiomatic structures used 
to convey pre-learnt 
material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom 
evident in unprepared 
material 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation sometimes 
impede understanding 


 


2  Superficial knowledge of the 
culture and society of Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities 
reliant on pre-learnt material, 
presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not 
based on factual evidence 
 


1  Limited responses 
when answering 
questions 


 Limited success in 
establishing a 
meaningful 
exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts 


 Limited range of 
ideas and opinions 


1-2  Very limited 
understanding of the 
stimulus material. 
Responses to the 
stimulus material are 
generally irrelevant 


1-2  Very basic grasp of 
grammar, sentences 
often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures 
used, showing lack of 
idiomatic knowledge. 
Heavy reliance on 
English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


 


1  Little evidence of knowledge 
of question set. Frequent 
misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented 
with no evidence to support 
it 
 


0   Nothing of value. 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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GCE AS SPANISH - UNIT 1 (NEW) 
 


SUMMER 2017 MARK SCHEME 
 
 


CARD A1 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world  


Sub-theme – Regional culture and heritage in Spanish-speaking countries and communities  


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre la gastronomía. Elige una de estas posturas que 
defenderás contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el examinador/la 
examinadora.    
 
Opinión A   


 


 Las tapas y los platos típicos reflejan la variedad regional del país 


 


Opinión B  


 


 La comida rápida y las pizzas reflejan las tendencias gastronómicas modernas 


 


 


AO4  
 


In response to the task on the stimulus card the candidate may present and 
discuss the following: 
 
Opinion A: 


The importance of food/dishes from one or more regions (may use just 1 
specific region) of Spain or Latin America 


 Examples of popular tapas /dishes which encourage tourism, are good 
for local economy, consolidate regional identity  


 Spain or Latin America is particularly rich in its regional food heritage 
 
Opinion B: 


 The impact of food traditions from abroad 


 Popularity of fast food 


 These changes may result in the disappearance of traditional regional 
cuisine 


 
The examiner will take the opposing opinion to that chosen by the candidate 
and develop a discussion during the conversation in order to cover the opinions 
above. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS


You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.


INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES


You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.


No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.


INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES


This paper carries 48 marks:


 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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Card A1 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world


Sub-theme: Regional culture and heritage in Spain, Spanish-speaking countries and communities


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre la gastronomía. Elige una de estas posturas que defenderás 
contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el examinador/la examinadora.


Opinión A


 • Las tapas y los platos típicos reflejan la variedad regional del país.


Opinión B 


 • La comida rápida y las pizzas reflejan las tendencias gastronómicas modernas.


END OF TEST
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UNIT 1: SPEAKING (48 total marks) 


MARK SCHEME 
 


Principles of Marking 
 
Conduct of the Speaking Assessment  
As the assessor you must familiarise yourself with section 3.2 of the specification.  
 
General Advice for Examiners  
You are asked to read and digest thoroughly all the information set out in the document 
Instructions for Examiners sent as part of the stationery pack. It is essential for the smooth 
running of the examination that these instructions are adhered to by all. Particular attention 
should be paid to the following instructions regarding marking.  
 


 As an examiner, you must be positive in your approach. Look for opportunities to 
reward rather than penalise.  


 You must make sure that you are familiar with the assessment grid for marking the 
stimulus cards and that you consider the marks and descriptors carefully when 
awarding a mark for each assessment objective.  


 There are two marking grids. The marking grid for Task 1 covers AO1, AO3 and 
AO4. The marking grid for Task 2 is covers AO1, AO2, AO3 and AO4. See 
information below regarding advice on awarding marks using banded mark 
schemes.  


 The specified length of the entire speaking assessment is 15 minutes. The candidate 
will spend 5-6 minutes on Task 1 (argument) and 7-9 minutes on the Task 2 
(discussion) with you as the examiner.  


 
Timings for each stimulus card must be adhered to. You are not required to mark any 
speaking evidence which exceeds these timings.  
If a candidate's speaking assessment falls short of the stipulated timings, the candidate may 
self-penalise as it is likely that there will not be enough speaking evidence to access the full 
mark range.  
 
Banded mark schemes (Speaking)  
Banded mark schemes are divided so that each band has relevant descriptors. The 
descriptors for the band provide a description of the performance level for that band.  
This is done as a two stage process. 
 
Stage 1 – Deciding on the band  
When deciding on a band for each assessment objective, the assessment should be viewed 
holistically. Beginning at the lowest band, you should look at the descriptors for that band 
and see if they match the qualities shown in the candidate’s response for that section. If the 
descriptors at the lowest band are satisfied, you should move up to the next band and repeat 
this process for each band until the descriptors match the response.  
If a candidate’s assessment covers different aspects of different bands within the mark 
scheme, a ‘best fit’ approach should be adopted to decide on the band. For instance if the 
response is mainly in band 2 but with a limited amount of band 3 content, the response 
would be placed in band 2, but the mark awarded would be close to the top of band 2 as a 
result of the band 3 content. You should not seek to mark candidates down as a result of 
small omissions in minor areas of their response.  
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Stage 2 – Deciding on the mark  
Once the band has been decided, you can then assign a mark. WJEC will provide 
standardising material already awarded a mark and this should be used as reference 
material when assessing the response. When marking, you can use these examples to 
decide whether a candidate’s response is of a superior, inferior or comparable standard to 
the example. You are reminded of the need to revisit the standardising material as you apply 
the mark scheme in order to confirm that the band and the mark allocated is appropriate to 
the response given.  
 
When you are marking the candidate's responses to the stimulus cards you should consider 
the additional notes given for each card. However, you must bear in mind that the 
additional notes are not exhaustive and are for guidance only. All valid responses will be 
given credit.  
 
When marking you should record a mark for each AO.  
 
UNIT 1  
 
Speaking assessment – mark allocation 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total marks 


Task 1 
Argument 


4  8 12 24 


Task 2 
Discussion 


4 8 8 4 24 


Total marks 
 


8 8 16 16 48 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 1 – ARGUMENT) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


4  All questions are answered clearly 
and comprehensively 


 Very good interaction and 
spontaneity. Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of thoughts, feelings 
and view-points expressed 


7-8  Accurate use of grammar with few 
errors  


 Very good knowledge of idiomatic         
phrases and a variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and pronunciation are 
convincing 


 


10-12  Very good knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities 


 Ideas and points of view well supported by 
evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are based on an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
country's culture and society  


3  Most questions are answered 
clearly and some in detail 


 Good interaction, some 
spontaneity in initiating and 
sustaining discussion 


 A range of thoughts, feelings and 
view-points expressed 


5-6  Good use of grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic structures to 
support views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation and 
pronunciation do not impede 
understanding 


7-9  Good knowledge and understanding of the 
culture and society of Spain and Spanish-
speaking countries and communities 
with occasional inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are generally 
supported by evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are generally  
based on an understanding and 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society  


2  Some hesitation when answering 
questions. Answers generally lack 
depth 


 Attempts made to interact but 
prompting required at times 


 Some opinions and ideas 
expressed 


3-4  Limited grammatical knowledge and 
frequent basic errors.Limited 
accuracy.  


 Idiomatic structures used to convey 
pre-learnt material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom evident in 
unprepared material 


 Intonation and pronunciation 
sometimes impede understanding 


4-6  Superficial knowledge of the culture and 
society of Spain and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities, reliant on pre-
learnt material, presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not based on factual 
evidence 


 Limited understanding and appreciation of 
the country's culture and society  
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Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


1  Limited responses when 
answering questions 


 Limited success in establishing a 
meaningful exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts. 


 Limited range of ideas and 
opinions expressed 


1-2  Very basic grasp of grammar, 
sentences often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures used, showing 
lack of idiomatic knowledge. Heavy 
reliance on English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


1-3  Little evidence of relevant knowledge. 
Frequent misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented with no evidence 
to support it 


 No evidence of an understanding or 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society 


0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 2 – DISCUSSION) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction  


Marks  AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources  


Marks  AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societies of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


4  All questions are 
answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


 Very good interaction 
and spontaneity. 
Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of 
thoughts, feelings and 
view-points 
expressed 


7-8  Full understanding of 
the stimulus material 
demonstrated by clear 
and relevant 
responses to the 
stimulus and 
subsequent questions 


 


7-8  Very good knowledge of 
grammar with few errors  


 Very good knowledge of 
idiomatic phrases and a 
variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation are 
convincing 


4  Very good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 


 Ideas and points of view well 
supported by evidence 
 


3  Most questions are 
answered clearly and 
some in detail 


 Good interaction, 
some spontaneity in 
initiating discussion 


 A range of thoughts, 
feelings and view-
points expressed 


5-6  Stimulus material 
mostly understood 
demonstrated by 
responses to the 
stimulus and most 
subsequent questions 


5-6  Good knowledge of 
grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic 
structures to support 
views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation 
and pronunciation do not 
impede undersanding 


3  Good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 
with occasional 
inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are 
generally supported by 
evidence 
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Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction 


Marks AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources 


Marks AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure 


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societ of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


2  Some hesitation 
when answering 
questions. Answers 
generally lack depth 


 Attempts made to 
interact but prompting 
required at times 


 Some opinions and 
ideas expressed 


3-4  Stimulus material 
partly understood 
demonstated by partial 
reponses to stimulus 
and subsequent 
questions 


 


3-4  Limited grammatical 
knowledge and frequent 
basic errors 


 Idiomatic structures used 
to convey pre-learnt 
material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom 
evident in unprepared 
material 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation sometimes 
impede understanding 


 


2  Superficial knowledge of the 
culture and society of Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities 
reliant on pre-learnt material, 
presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not 
based on factual evidence 
 


1  Limited responses 
when answering 
questions 


 Limited success in 
establishing a 
meaningful 
exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts 


 Limited range of 
ideas and opinions 


1-2  Very limited 
understanding of the 
stimulus material. 
Responses to the 
stimulus material are 
generally irrelevant 


1-2  Very basic grasp of 
grammar, sentences 
often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures 
used, showing lack of 
idiomatic knowledge. 
Heavy reliance on 
English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


 


1  Little evidence of knowledge 
of question set. Frequent 
misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented 
with no evidence to support 
it 
 


0   Nothing of value. 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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Card B5 – Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society   


Lee el siguiente texto sobre los intercambios escolares. El examinador / la 
examinadora te pedirá que contestes las tres preguntas a continuación relacionadas 
con el texto.   
 


Los intercambios escolares  permiten conocer sistemas educativos de otros países además 
de su cultura, costumbres e idioma. Aprender un nuevo idioma  abrirá muchas puertas a 
nivel académico y laboral. Los intercambios escolares son una gran experiencia para el 
presente con un beneficio incalculable para el futuro. 


 


Examiner questions   


1. ¿Cuáles son las ventajas de realizar un intercambio escolar? 


2. ¿Qué  beneficios hay si se habla otro idioma? 


3. ¿Crees que esta experiencia mejorará las posibilidades de encontrar trabajo en el futuro? 


  


AO4 
 


The candidate must cover all three prompts. 
 
1.  You learn about other education systems, cultures, customs and 
 languages. 
 
2.  Greater employability, further educational opportunities. 
 
3. Good on CV, broader experience, knowledge of another language and 
 culture etc. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 












Candidate A 


Stimulus Card A 4–  Task 1- Argument 


Assessment 
objective 


Maximum 
mark 


Mark 
awarded 


Commentary 


AO1 4 4 All questions answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


A03 8 7 Accurate use of grammar 
A04 12 12 Very good knowledge and understanding of 


culture and society 
TOTAL 24 23 


Click play to hear the recording
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS


You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.


INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES


You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.


No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.


INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES


This paper carries 48 marks:


 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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Card B2 – Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society


Lee el siguiente texto sobre los jóvenes españoles. El examinador / la examinadora te pedirá 
que contestes las tres preguntas a continuación relacionadas con el texto.


Examiner questions


1. ¿Por qué son tan importantes la familia y los amigos para los jóvenes españoles?


2. ¿Crees que el dinero es algo muy importante para los jóvenes?


3. ¿Crees que la salud o el aspecto físico es más importante? ¿Por qué?


END OF TEST


El Instituto de la Juventud ha realizado una encuesta de los valores y preocupaciones de los 
jóvenes en España. En esta ocasión, los datos señalan a la familia y a los amigos como los 
aspectos que la juventud considera más importantes dentro de su vida privada. Después están la 
salud, el dinero y el aspecto físico.












3 








Candidate Z 


Stimulus Card B4–  task 2 Discussion 


Assessment 
objective 


Maximum 
mark 


Mark 
awarded 


Commentary 


AO1 4 1 Limited responses when answering questions 
AO2 8 3 Stimulus material partly understood 
A03 8 3 Limited grammatical knowledge and frequent 


basic errors 
A04 4 2 Superficial knowledge and understanding of 


culture and society 
TOTAL 24 9 


Click play to hear the recording
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UNIT 1: SPEAKING (48 total marks) 


MARK SCHEME 
 


Principles of Marking 
 
Conduct of the Speaking Assessment  
As the assessor you must familiarise yourself with section 3.2 of the specification.  
 
General Advice for Examiners  
You are asked to read and digest thoroughly all the information set out in the document 
Instructions for Examiners sent as part of the stationery pack. It is essential for the smooth 
running of the examination that these instructions are adhered to by all. Particular attention 
should be paid to the following instructions regarding marking.  
 


 As an examiner, you must be positive in your approach. Look for opportunities to 
reward rather than penalise.  


 You must make sure that you are familiar with the assessment grid for marking the 
stimulus cards and that you consider the marks and descriptors carefully when 
awarding a mark for each assessment objective.  


 There are two marking grids. The marking grid for Task 1 covers AO1, AO3 and 
AO4. The marking grid for Task 2 is covers AO1, AO2, AO3 and AO4. See 
information below regarding advice on awarding marks using banded mark 
schemes.  


 The specified length of the entire speaking assessment is 15 minutes. The candidate 
will spend 5-6 minutes on Task 1 (argument) and 7-9 minutes on the Task 2 
(discussion) with you as the examiner.  


 
Timings for each stimulus card must be adhered to. You are not required to mark any 
speaking evidence which exceeds these timings.  
If a candidate's speaking assessment falls short of the stipulated timings, the candidate may 
self-penalise as it is likely that there will not be enough speaking evidence to access the full 
mark range.  
 
Banded mark schemes (Speaking)  
Banded mark schemes are divided so that each band has relevant descriptors. The 
descriptors for the band provide a description of the performance level for that band.  
This is done as a two stage process. 
 
Stage 1 – Deciding on the band  
When deciding on a band for each assessment objective, the assessment should be viewed 
holistically. Beginning at the lowest band, you should look at the descriptors for that band 
and see if they match the qualities shown in the candidate’s response for that section. If the 
descriptors at the lowest band are satisfied, you should move up to the next band and repeat 
this process for each band until the descriptors match the response.  
If a candidate’s assessment covers different aspects of different bands within the mark 
scheme, a ‘best fit’ approach should be adopted to decide on the band. For instance if the 
response is mainly in band 2 but with a limited amount of band 3 content, the response 
would be placed in band 2, but the mark awarded would be close to the top of band 2 as a 
result of the band 3 content. You should not seek to mark candidates down as a result of 
small omissions in minor areas of their response.  
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Stage 2 – Deciding on the mark  
Once the band has been decided, you can then assign a mark. WJEC will provide 
standardising material already awarded a mark and this should be used as reference 
material when assessing the response. When marking, you can use these examples to 
decide whether a candidate’s response is of a superior, inferior or comparable standard to 
the example. You are reminded of the need to revisit the standardising material as you apply 
the mark scheme in order to confirm that the band and the mark allocated is appropriate to 
the response given.  
 
When you are marking the candidate's responses to the stimulus cards you should consider 
the additional notes given for each card. However, you must bear in mind that the 
additional notes are not exhaustive and are for guidance only. All valid responses will be 
given credit.  
 
When marking you should record a mark for each AO.  
 
UNIT 1  
 
Speaking assessment – mark allocation 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total marks 


Task 1 
Argument 


4  8 12 24 


Task 2 
Discussion 


4 8 8 4 24 


Total marks 
 


8 8 16 16 48 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 1 – ARGUMENT) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


4  All questions are answered clearly 
and comprehensively 


 Very good interaction and 
spontaneity. Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of thoughts, feelings 
and view-points expressed 


7-8  Accurate use of grammar with few 
errors  


 Very good knowledge of idiomatic         
phrases and a variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and pronunciation are 
convincing 


 


10-12  Very good knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities 


 Ideas and points of view well supported by 
evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are based on an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
country's culture and society  


3  Most questions are answered 
clearly and some in detail 


 Good interaction, some 
spontaneity in initiating and 
sustaining discussion 


 A range of thoughts, feelings and 
view-points expressed 


5-6  Good use of grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic structures to 
support views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation and 
pronunciation do not impede 
understanding 


7-9  Good knowledge and understanding of the 
culture and society of Spain and Spanish-
speaking countries and communities 
with occasional inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are generally 
supported by evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are generally  
based on an understanding and 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society  


2  Some hesitation when answering 
questions. Answers generally lack 
depth 


 Attempts made to interact but 
prompting required at times 


 Some opinions and ideas 
expressed 


3-4  Limited grammatical knowledge and 
frequent basic errors.Limited 
accuracy.  


 Idiomatic structures used to convey 
pre-learnt material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom evident in 
unprepared material 


 Intonation and pronunciation 
sometimes impede understanding 


4-6  Superficial knowledge of the culture and 
society of Spain and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities, reliant on pre-
learnt material, presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not based on factual 
evidence 


 Limited understanding and appreciation of 
the country's culture and society  
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Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


1  Limited responses when 
answering questions 


 Limited success in establishing a 
meaningful exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts. 


 Limited range of ideas and 
opinions expressed 


1-2  Very basic grasp of grammar, 
sentences often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures used, showing 
lack of idiomatic knowledge. Heavy 
reliance on English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


1-3  Little evidence of relevant knowledge. 
Frequent misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented with no evidence 
to support it 


 No evidence of an understanding or 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society 


0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 2 – DISCUSSION) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction  


Marks  AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources  


Marks  AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societies of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


4  All questions are 
answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


 Very good interaction 
and spontaneity. 
Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of 
thoughts, feelings and 
view-points 
expressed 


7-8  Full understanding of 
the stimulus material 
demonstrated by clear 
and relevant 
responses to the 
stimulus and 
subsequent questions 


 


7-8  Very good knowledge of 
grammar with few errors  


 Very good knowledge of 
idiomatic phrases and a 
variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation are 
convincing 


4  Very good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 


 Ideas and points of view well 
supported by evidence 
 


3  Most questions are 
answered clearly and 
some in detail 


 Good interaction, 
some spontaneity in 
initiating discussion 


 A range of thoughts, 
feelings and view-
points expressed 


5-6  Stimulus material 
mostly understood 
demonstrated by 
responses to the 
stimulus and most 
subsequent questions 


5-6  Good knowledge of 
grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic 
structures to support 
views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation 
and pronunciation do not 
impede undersanding 


3  Good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 
with occasional 
inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are 
generally supported by 
evidence 
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Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction 


Marks AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources 


Marks AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure 


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societ of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


2  Some hesitation 
when answering 
questions. Answers 
generally lack depth 


 Attempts made to 
interact but prompting 
required at times 


 Some opinions and 
ideas expressed 


3-4  Stimulus material 
partly understood 
demonstated by partial 
reponses to stimulus 
and subsequent 
questions 


 


3-4  Limited grammatical 
knowledge and frequent 
basic errors 


 Idiomatic structures used 
to convey pre-learnt 
material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom 
evident in unprepared 
material 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation sometimes 
impede understanding 


 


2  Superficial knowledge of the 
culture and society of Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities 
reliant on pre-learnt material, 
presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not 
based on factual evidence 
 


1  Limited responses 
when answering 
questions 


 Limited success in 
establishing a 
meaningful 
exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts 


 Limited range of 
ideas and opinions 


1-2  Very limited 
understanding of the 
stimulus material. 
Responses to the 
stimulus material are 
generally irrelevant 


1-2  Very basic grasp of 
grammar, sentences 
often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures 
used, showing lack of 
idiomatic knowledge. 
Heavy reliance on 
English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


 


1  Little evidence of knowledge 
of question set. Frequent 
misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented 
with no evidence to support 
it 
 


0   Nothing of value. 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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Card B2 – Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society    


Lee el siguiente texto sobre los jóvenes españoles. El examinador / la examinadora te 
pedirá que contestes las tres preguntas a continuación relacionadas con el texto.    
 


El Instituto de la Juventud  ha realizado una encuesta de los valores y preocupaciones de 
los jóvenes en España. En esta ocasión, los datos señalan a la familia y a los amigos como 
los aspectos que la juventud considera más importantes dentro de su vida privada. Después 
están la salud, el dinero y el aspecto físico. 


 


Examiner questions   


1. ¿Por qué son tan importantes la familia y los amigos para los jóvenes españoles? 


2. ¿Crees que el dinero es algo muy importante para los jóvenes? 


3. ¿Crees que la salud o el aspecto físico es más importante? ¿Por qué? 


  


AO4 
 


The candidate must cover all three prompts. 
 
1.  Family and friends provide support. 
 
2.  Young people are important consumers and have a lot of purchasing power. 
 
3. It is important to have good health, but physical appearance is judged to be 
 very important, particularly among celebrities, and this influences young 
 people. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 



http://www.injuve.es/
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS


You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.


INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES


You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.


No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.


INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES


This paper carries 48 marks:


 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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Card A4 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world


Sub-theme: Regional culture and heritage in Spain, Spanish-speaking countries and communities


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre las fiestas. Elige una de estas posturas que defenderás 
contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el examinador/la examinadora.


Opinión A


 • Las fiestas reflejan la cultura y las costumbres de España y Latinoamérica.


Opinión B 


 • En tiempos de crisis económica las fiestas suponen una pérdida de dinero.


END OF TEST


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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UNIT 1: SPEAKING (48 total marks) 


MARK SCHEME 
 


Principles of Marking 
 
Conduct of the Speaking Assessment  
As the assessor you must familiarise yourself with section 3.2 of the specification.  
 
General Advice for Examiners  
You are asked to read and digest thoroughly all the information set out in the document 
Instructions for Examiners sent as part of the stationery pack. It is essential for the smooth 
running of the examination that these instructions are adhered to by all. Particular attention 
should be paid to the following instructions regarding marking.  
 


 As an examiner, you must be positive in your approach. Look for opportunities to 
reward rather than penalise.  


 You must make sure that you are familiar with the assessment grid for marking the 
stimulus cards and that you consider the marks and descriptors carefully when 
awarding a mark for each assessment objective.  


 There are two marking grids. The marking grid for Task 1 covers AO1, AO3 and 
AO4. The marking grid for Task 2 is covers AO1, AO2, AO3 and AO4. See 
information below regarding advice on awarding marks using banded mark 
schemes.  


 The specified length of the entire speaking assessment is 15 minutes. The candidate 
will spend 5-6 minutes on Task 1 (argument) and 7-9 minutes on the Task 2 
(discussion) with you as the examiner.  


 
Timings for each stimulus card must be adhered to. You are not required to mark any 
speaking evidence which exceeds these timings.  
If a candidate's speaking assessment falls short of the stipulated timings, the candidate may 
self-penalise as it is likely that there will not be enough speaking evidence to access the full 
mark range.  
 
Banded mark schemes (Speaking)  
Banded mark schemes are divided so that each band has relevant descriptors. The 
descriptors for the band provide a description of the performance level for that band.  
This is done as a two stage process. 
 
Stage 1 – Deciding on the band  
When deciding on a band for each assessment objective, the assessment should be viewed 
holistically. Beginning at the lowest band, you should look at the descriptors for that band 
and see if they match the qualities shown in the candidate’s response for that section. If the 
descriptors at the lowest band are satisfied, you should move up to the next band and repeat 
this process for each band until the descriptors match the response.  
If a candidate’s assessment covers different aspects of different bands within the mark 
scheme, a ‘best fit’ approach should be adopted to decide on the band. For instance if the 
response is mainly in band 2 but with a limited amount of band 3 content, the response 
would be placed in band 2, but the mark awarded would be close to the top of band 2 as a 
result of the band 3 content. You should not seek to mark candidates down as a result of 
small omissions in minor areas of their response.  
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Stage 2 – Deciding on the mark  
Once the band has been decided, you can then assign a mark. WJEC will provide 
standardising material already awarded a mark and this should be used as reference 
material when assessing the response. When marking, you can use these examples to 
decide whether a candidate’s response is of a superior, inferior or comparable standard to 
the example. You are reminded of the need to revisit the standardising material as you apply 
the mark scheme in order to confirm that the band and the mark allocated is appropriate to 
the response given.  
 
When you are marking the candidate's responses to the stimulus cards you should consider 
the additional notes given for each card. However, you must bear in mind that the 
additional notes are not exhaustive and are for guidance only. All valid responses will be 
given credit.  
 
When marking you should record a mark for each AO.  
 
UNIT 1  
 
Speaking assessment – mark allocation 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total marks 


Task 1 
Argument 


4  8 12 24 


Task 2 
Discussion 


4 8 8 4 24 


Total marks 
 


8 8 16 16 48 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 1 – ARGUMENT) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


4  All questions are answered clearly 
and comprehensively 


 Very good interaction and 
spontaneity. Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of thoughts, feelings 
and view-points expressed 


7-8  Accurate use of grammar with few 
errors  


 Very good knowledge of idiomatic         
phrases and a variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and pronunciation are 
convincing 


 


10-12  Very good knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities 


 Ideas and points of view well supported by 
evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are based on an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
country's culture and society  


3  Most questions are answered 
clearly and some in detail 


 Good interaction, some 
spontaneity in initiating and 
sustaining discussion 


 A range of thoughts, feelings and 
view-points expressed 


5-6  Good use of grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic structures to 
support views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation and 
pronunciation do not impede 
understanding 


7-9  Good knowledge and understanding of the 
culture and society of Spain and Spanish-
speaking countries and communities 
with occasional inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are generally 
supported by evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are generally  
based on an understanding and 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society  


2  Some hesitation when answering 
questions. Answers generally lack 
depth 


 Attempts made to interact but 
prompting required at times 


 Some opinions and ideas 
expressed 


3-4  Limited grammatical knowledge and 
frequent basic errors.Limited 
accuracy.  


 Idiomatic structures used to convey 
pre-learnt material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom evident in 
unprepared material 


 Intonation and pronunciation 
sometimes impede understanding 


4-6  Superficial knowledge of the culture and 
society of Spain and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities, reliant on pre-
learnt material, presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not based on factual 
evidence 


 Limited understanding and appreciation of 
the country's culture and society  
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Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


1  Limited responses when 
answering questions 


 Limited success in establishing a 
meaningful exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts. 


 Limited range of ideas and 
opinions expressed 


1-2  Very basic grasp of grammar, 
sentences often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures used, showing 
lack of idiomatic knowledge. Heavy 
reliance on English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


1-3  Little evidence of relevant knowledge. 
Frequent misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented with no evidence 
to support it 


 No evidence of an understanding or 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society 


0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 2 – DISCUSSION) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction  


Marks  AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources  


Marks  AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societies of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


4  All questions are 
answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


 Very good interaction 
and spontaneity. 
Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of 
thoughts, feelings and 
view-points 
expressed 


7-8  Full understanding of 
the stimulus material 
demonstrated by clear 
and relevant 
responses to the 
stimulus and 
subsequent questions 


 


7-8  Very good knowledge of 
grammar with few errors  


 Very good knowledge of 
idiomatic phrases and a 
variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation are 
convincing 


4  Very good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 


 Ideas and points of view well 
supported by evidence 
 


3  Most questions are 
answered clearly and 
some in detail 


 Good interaction, 
some spontaneity in 
initiating discussion 


 A range of thoughts, 
feelings and view-
points expressed 


5-6  Stimulus material 
mostly understood 
demonstrated by 
responses to the 
stimulus and most 
subsequent questions 


5-6  Good knowledge of 
grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic 
structures to support 
views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation 
and pronunciation do not 
impede undersanding 


3  Good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 
with occasional 
inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are 
generally supported by 
evidence 
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Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction 


Marks AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources 


Marks AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure 


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societ of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


2  Some hesitation 
when answering 
questions. Answers 
generally lack depth 


 Attempts made to 
interact but prompting 
required at times 


 Some opinions and 
ideas expressed 


3-4  Stimulus material 
partly understood 
demonstated by partial 
reponses to stimulus 
and subsequent 
questions 


 


3-4  Limited grammatical 
knowledge and frequent 
basic errors 


 Idiomatic structures used 
to convey pre-learnt 
material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom 
evident in unprepared 
material 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation sometimes 
impede understanding 


 


2  Superficial knowledge of the 
culture and society of Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities 
reliant on pre-learnt material, 
presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not 
based on factual evidence 
 


1  Limited responses 
when answering 
questions 


 Limited success in 
establishing a 
meaningful 
exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts 


 Limited range of 
ideas and opinions 


1-2  Very limited 
understanding of the 
stimulus material. 
Responses to the 
stimulus material are 
generally irrelevant 


1-2  Very basic grasp of 
grammar, sentences 
often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures 
used, showing lack of 
idiomatic knowledge. 
Heavy reliance on 
English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


 


1  Little evidence of knowledge 
of question set. Frequent 
misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented 
with no evidence to support 
it 
 


0   Nothing of value. 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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Card B4 – Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society    


Lee el siguiente texto sobre las tendencias. El examinador / la examinadora te pedirá 
que contestes las tres preguntas a continuación relacionadas con el texto.    
 


Los temas de actualidad por los que los jóvenes españoles sienten mayor interés son los 
avances tecnológicos, la igualdad de género y el medio ambiente. Sin embargo, la mitad de 
los jóvenes españoles de 16 a 20 años se ha sentido con frecuencia  saturada por el uso de 
Internet y las redes sociales hasta el punto de necesitar desconectarse de ellas. 


 


Examiner questions   


1. ¿Qué les interesa a los jóvenes españoles hoy día? 


2. ¿Por qué se sienten saturados a veces por  Internet y las redes sociales? 


3. ¿Qué soluciones hay a los problemas que causan Internet y las redes sociales? 


  


AO4 
 


The candidate must cover all three prompts. 
 
1. Technological advances, equality and the environment. 
 
2. They are available 24/7 on their phones, iPads and laptops. 
 
3. Time limits, security, time away from technology. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 
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Candidate Y 


Stimulus Card B2–  task 2 Discussion 


Assessment 
objective 


Maximum 
mark 


Mark 
awarded 


Commentary 


AO1 4 2 Some hesitation when answering questions 
AO2 8 5 Stimulus material mostly understood 
A03 8 3 Frequent basic errors 
A04 4 4 Very good knowledge and understanding of 


culture and society 
TOTAL 24 14 


Click play to hear the recording
















ADDITIONAL MATERIALS


You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.


INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES


You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.


No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.


INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES


This paper carries 48 marks:


 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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Card B5 – Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society


Lee el siguiente texto sobre los intercambios escolares. El examinador / la examinadora te 
pedirá que contestes las tres preguntas a continuación relacionadas con el texto.


Examiner questions


1. ¿Cuáles son las ventajas de realizar un intercambio escolar?


2. ¿Qué beneficios hay si se habla otro idioma?


3. ¿Crees que esta experiencia mejorará las posibilidades de encontrar trabajo en el futuro?


END OF TEST


Los intercambios escolares permiten conocer sistemas educativos de otros países además de su 
cultura, costumbres e idioma. Aprender un nuevo idioma abrirá muchas puertas a nivel académico 
y laboral. Los intercambios escolares son una gran experiencia para el presente con un beneficio 
incalculable para el futuro.












Candidate C 


Stimulus Card A3 –  Task 1- Argument 


Assessment 
objective 


Maximum 
mark 


Mark 
awarded 


Commentary 


AO1 4 2 Some hesitation when answering questions 
A03 8 5 Good use of grammar 
A04 12 4 Superficial knowledge of culture and society 
TOTAL 24 11 


Click play to hear the recording
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UNIT 1: SPEAKING (48 total marks) 


MARK SCHEME 
 


Principles of Marking 
 
Conduct of the Speaking Assessment  
As the assessor you must familiarise yourself with section 3.2 of the specification.  
 
General Advice for Examiners  
You are asked to read and digest thoroughly all the information set out in the document 
Instructions for Examiners sent as part of the stationery pack. It is essential for the smooth 
running of the examination that these instructions are adhered to by all. Particular attention 
should be paid to the following instructions regarding marking.  
 


 As an examiner, you must be positive in your approach. Look for opportunities to 
reward rather than penalise.  


 You must make sure that you are familiar with the assessment grid for marking the 
stimulus cards and that you consider the marks and descriptors carefully when 
awarding a mark for each assessment objective.  


 There are two marking grids. The marking grid for Task 1 covers AO1, AO3 and 
AO4. The marking grid for Task 2 is covers AO1, AO2, AO3 and AO4. See 
information below regarding advice on awarding marks using banded mark 
schemes.  


 The specified length of the entire speaking assessment is 15 minutes. The candidate 
will spend 5-6 minutes on Task 1 (argument) and 7-9 minutes on the Task 2 
(discussion) with you as the examiner.  


 
Timings for each stimulus card must be adhered to. You are not required to mark any 
speaking evidence which exceeds these timings.  
If a candidate's speaking assessment falls short of the stipulated timings, the candidate may 
self-penalise as it is likely that there will not be enough speaking evidence to access the full 
mark range.  
 
Banded mark schemes (Speaking)  
Banded mark schemes are divided so that each band has relevant descriptors. The 
descriptors for the band provide a description of the performance level for that band.  
This is done as a two stage process. 
 
Stage 1 – Deciding on the band  
When deciding on a band for each assessment objective, the assessment should be viewed 
holistically. Beginning at the lowest band, you should look at the descriptors for that band 
and see if they match the qualities shown in the candidate’s response for that section. If the 
descriptors at the lowest band are satisfied, you should move up to the next band and repeat 
this process for each band until the descriptors match the response.  
If a candidate’s assessment covers different aspects of different bands within the mark 
scheme, a ‘best fit’ approach should be adopted to decide on the band. For instance if the 
response is mainly in band 2 but with a limited amount of band 3 content, the response 
would be placed in band 2, but the mark awarded would be close to the top of band 2 as a 
result of the band 3 content. You should not seek to mark candidates down as a result of 
small omissions in minor areas of their response.  
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Stage 2 – Deciding on the mark  
Once the band has been decided, you can then assign a mark. WJEC will provide 
standardising material already awarded a mark and this should be used as reference 
material when assessing the response. When marking, you can use these examples to 
decide whether a candidate’s response is of a superior, inferior or comparable standard to 
the example. You are reminded of the need to revisit the standardising material as you apply 
the mark scheme in order to confirm that the band and the mark allocated is appropriate to 
the response given.  
 
When you are marking the candidate's responses to the stimulus cards you should consider 
the additional notes given for each card. However, you must bear in mind that the 
additional notes are not exhaustive and are for guidance only. All valid responses will be 
given credit.  
 
When marking you should record a mark for each AO.  
 
UNIT 1  
 
Speaking assessment – mark allocation 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total marks 


Task 1 
Argument 


4  8 12 24 


Task 2 
Discussion 


4 8 8 4 24 


Total marks 
 


8 8 16 16 48 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 1 – ARGUMENT) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


4  All questions are answered clearly 
and comprehensively 


 Very good interaction and 
spontaneity. Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of thoughts, feelings 
and view-points expressed 


7-8  Accurate use of grammar with few 
errors  


 Very good knowledge of idiomatic         
phrases and a variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and pronunciation are 
convincing 


 


10-12  Very good knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities 


 Ideas and points of view well supported by 
evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are based on an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
country's culture and society  


3  Most questions are answered 
clearly and some in detail 


 Good interaction, some 
spontaneity in initiating and 
sustaining discussion 


 A range of thoughts, feelings and 
view-points expressed 


5-6  Good use of grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic structures to 
support views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation and 
pronunciation do not impede 
understanding 


7-9  Good knowledge and understanding of the 
culture and society of Spain and Spanish-
speaking countries and communities 
with occasional inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are generally 
supported by evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are generally  
based on an understanding and 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society  


2  Some hesitation when answering 
questions. Answers generally lack 
depth 


 Attempts made to interact but 
prompting required at times 


 Some opinions and ideas 
expressed 


3-4  Limited grammatical knowledge and 
frequent basic errors.Limited 
accuracy.  


 Idiomatic structures used to convey 
pre-learnt material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom evident in 
unprepared material 


 Intonation and pronunciation 
sometimes impede understanding 


4-6  Superficial knowledge of the culture and 
society of Spain and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities, reliant on pre-
learnt material, presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not based on factual 
evidence 


 Limited understanding and appreciation of 
the country's culture and society  
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Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


1  Limited responses when 
answering questions 


 Limited success in establishing a 
meaningful exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts. 


 Limited range of ideas and 
opinions expressed 


1-2  Very basic grasp of grammar, 
sentences often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures used, showing 
lack of idiomatic knowledge. Heavy 
reliance on English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


1-3  Little evidence of relevant knowledge. 
Frequent misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented with no evidence 
to support it 


 No evidence of an understanding or 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society 


0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 2 – DISCUSSION) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction  


Marks  AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources  


Marks  AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societies of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


4  All questions are 
answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


 Very good interaction 
and spontaneity. 
Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of 
thoughts, feelings and 
view-points 
expressed 


7-8  Full understanding of 
the stimulus material 
demonstrated by clear 
and relevant 
responses to the 
stimulus and 
subsequent questions 


 


7-8  Very good knowledge of 
grammar with few errors  


 Very good knowledge of 
idiomatic phrases and a 
variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation are 
convincing 


4  Very good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 


 Ideas and points of view well 
supported by evidence 
 


3  Most questions are 
answered clearly and 
some in detail 


 Good interaction, 
some spontaneity in 
initiating discussion 


 A range of thoughts, 
feelings and view-
points expressed 


5-6  Stimulus material 
mostly understood 
demonstrated by 
responses to the 
stimulus and most 
subsequent questions 


5-6  Good knowledge of 
grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic 
structures to support 
views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation 
and pronunciation do not 
impede undersanding 


3  Good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 
with occasional 
inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are 
generally supported by 
evidence 
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Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction 


Marks AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources 


Marks AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure 


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societ of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


2  Some hesitation 
when answering 
questions. Answers 
generally lack depth 


 Attempts made to 
interact but prompting 
required at times 


 Some opinions and 
ideas expressed 


3-4  Stimulus material 
partly understood 
demonstated by partial 
reponses to stimulus 
and subsequent 
questions 


 


3-4  Limited grammatical 
knowledge and frequent 
basic errors 


 Idiomatic structures used 
to convey pre-learnt 
material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom 
evident in unprepared 
material 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation sometimes 
impede understanding 


 


2  Superficial knowledge of the 
culture and society of Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities 
reliant on pre-learnt material, 
presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not 
based on factual evidence 
 


1  Limited responses 
when answering 
questions 


 Limited success in 
establishing a 
meaningful 
exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts 


 Limited range of 
ideas and opinions 


1-2  Very limited 
understanding of the 
stimulus material. 
Responses to the 
stimulus material are 
generally irrelevant 


1-2  Very basic grasp of 
grammar, sentences 
often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures 
used, showing lack of 
idiomatic knowledge. 
Heavy reliance on 
English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


 


1  Little evidence of knowledge 
of question set. Frequent 
misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented 
with no evidence to support 
it 
 


0   Nothing of value. 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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CARD A4 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world  


Sub-theme – Regional culture and heritage in Spanish-speaking countries and communities  


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre las fiestas. Elige una de estas posturas que 


defenderás contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el examinador/la 


examinadora.    


Opinión A  


 


  Las fiestas reflejan la cultura y costumbres de España y Latinoamérica 


 


Opinión B  


 


  En tiempos de crisis económica las fiestas suponen una pérdida de dinero 


 
 


AO4  
 


In response to the task on the stimulus card the candidate may present and 
discuss the following: 
 
Opinion A: 


 The cultural importance of regional and local festivals 


 Examples of why they reinforce regional/cultural/historical identity  


 The Spanish tradition of families enjoying fiestas together is still important 
 
Opinion B: 


 In the current economic climate fiestas cost a lot of money 


 The past is irrelevant in 21st century Spanish life 


 Festivals are dying traditions – today's young people are not interested 
 
The examiner will take the opposing opinion to that chosen by the candidate and 
develop a discussion during the conversation in order to cover the opinions 
above. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS


You will be asked to choose two stimulus cards, one from Set A and the other from Set B.
You will choose one of two cards from Set A. You will be able to see the two cards before  
choosing. You will choose one card (unseen) from Set B from a total of six. You must ensure you 
select one card from Set A and one card from Set B.


INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES


You will be allowed a period of 15 minutes to prepare the two cards (A and B). You will be able to 
make brief notes on a separate piece of paper (NOT on the cards) during the preparation period for 
the stimulus cards. The notes must be handed to the examiner at the end of the test. The notes are 
a memory aid only and may not constitute whole sentences or a continuous text or script.
Cards from Set A will contain, as a stimulus, two opposing standpoints of an argument.
Cards from Set B will contain a short text and three questions for you to prepare. Set A cards are 
based on the theme of Understanding the Spanish-speaking world. Set B cards are based on the 
theme of Being a young person in Spanish-speaking society.


No dictionaries are allowed in any section of the assessment.


INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES


This paper carries 48 marks:


 • Task 1 – 24 marks
 • Task 2 – 24 marks
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Card A3 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world


Sub-theme: Regional culture and heritage in Spain, Spanish-speaking countries and communities


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre los idiomas regionales españoles. Elige una de estas 
posturas que defenderás contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el examinador/
la examinadora.


Opinión A


 • Es muy importante hablar gallego en Galicia.


Opinión B 


 • El castellano es el idioma más importante.


END OF TEST


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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UNIT 1: SPEAKING (48 total marks) 


MARK SCHEME 
 


Principles of Marking 
 
Conduct of the Speaking Assessment  
As the assessor you must familiarise yourself with section 3.2 of the specification.  
 
General Advice for Examiners  
You are asked to read and digest thoroughly all the information set out in the document 
Instructions for Examiners sent as part of the stationery pack. It is essential for the smooth 
running of the examination that these instructions are adhered to by all. Particular attention 
should be paid to the following instructions regarding marking.  
 


 As an examiner, you must be positive in your approach. Look for opportunities to 
reward rather than penalise.  


 You must make sure that you are familiar with the assessment grid for marking the 
stimulus cards and that you consider the marks and descriptors carefully when 
awarding a mark for each assessment objective.  


 There are two marking grids. The marking grid for Task 1 covers AO1, AO3 and 
AO4. The marking grid for Task 2 is covers AO1, AO2, AO3 and AO4. See 
information below regarding advice on awarding marks using banded mark 
schemes.  


 The specified length of the entire speaking assessment is 15 minutes. The candidate 
will spend 5-6 minutes on Task 1 (argument) and 7-9 minutes on the Task 2 
(discussion) with you as the examiner.  


 
Timings for each stimulus card must be adhered to. You are not required to mark any 
speaking evidence which exceeds these timings.  
If a candidate's speaking assessment falls short of the stipulated timings, the candidate may 
self-penalise as it is likely that there will not be enough speaking evidence to access the full 
mark range.  
 
Banded mark schemes (Speaking)  
Banded mark schemes are divided so that each band has relevant descriptors. The 
descriptors for the band provide a description of the performance level for that band.  
This is done as a two stage process. 
 
Stage 1 – Deciding on the band  
When deciding on a band for each assessment objective, the assessment should be viewed 
holistically. Beginning at the lowest band, you should look at the descriptors for that band 
and see if they match the qualities shown in the candidate’s response for that section. If the 
descriptors at the lowest band are satisfied, you should move up to the next band and repeat 
this process for each band until the descriptors match the response.  
If a candidate’s assessment covers different aspects of different bands within the mark 
scheme, a ‘best fit’ approach should be adopted to decide on the band. For instance if the 
response is mainly in band 2 but with a limited amount of band 3 content, the response 
would be placed in band 2, but the mark awarded would be close to the top of band 2 as a 
result of the band 3 content. You should not seek to mark candidates down as a result of 
small omissions in minor areas of their response.  
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Stage 2 – Deciding on the mark  
Once the band has been decided, you can then assign a mark. WJEC will provide 
standardising material already awarded a mark and this should be used as reference 
material when assessing the response. When marking, you can use these examples to 
decide whether a candidate’s response is of a superior, inferior or comparable standard to 
the example. You are reminded of the need to revisit the standardising material as you apply 
the mark scheme in order to confirm that the band and the mark allocated is appropriate to 
the response given.  
 
When you are marking the candidate's responses to the stimulus cards you should consider 
the additional notes given for each card. However, you must bear in mind that the 
additional notes are not exhaustive and are for guidance only. All valid responses will be 
given credit.  
 
When marking you should record a mark for each AO.  
 
UNIT 1  
 
Speaking assessment – mark allocation 
 


Marks AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total marks 


Task 1 
Argument 


4  8 12 24 


Task 2 
Discussion 


4 8 8 4 24 


Total marks 
 


8 8 16 16 48 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 1 – ARGUMENT) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


4  All questions are answered clearly 
and comprehensively 


 Very good interaction and 
spontaneity. Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of thoughts, feelings 
and view-points expressed 


7-8  Accurate use of grammar with few 
errors  


 Very good knowledge of idiomatic         
phrases and a variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and pronunciation are 
convincing 


 


10-12  Very good knowledge and understanding 
of the culture and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries and 
communities 


 Ideas and points of view well supported by 
evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are based on an 
understanding and appreciation of the 
country's culture and society  


3  Most questions are answered 
clearly and some in detail 


 Good interaction, some 
spontaneity in initiating and 
sustaining discussion 


 A range of thoughts, feelings and 
view-points expressed 


5-6  Good use of grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic structures to 
support views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation and 
pronunciation do not impede 
understanding 


7-9  Good knowledge and understanding of the 
culture and society of Spain and Spanish-
speaking countries and communities 
with occasional inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are generally 
supported by evidence 


 Conclusions drawn are generally  
based on an understanding and 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society  


2  Some hesitation when answering 
questions. Answers generally lack 
depth 


 Attempts made to interact but 
prompting required at times 


 Some opinions and ideas 
expressed 


3-4  Limited grammatical knowledge and 
frequent basic errors.Limited 
accuracy.  


 Idiomatic structures used to convey 
pre-learnt material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom evident in 
unprepared material 


 Intonation and pronunciation 
sometimes impede understanding 


4-6  Superficial knowledge of the culture and 
society of Spain and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities, reliant on pre-
learnt material, presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not based on factual 
evidence 


 Limited understanding and appreciation of 
the country's culture and society  
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Marks AO1: understand and respond in 
speech to spoken language 
including face-to-face interaction 


Marks AO3: manipulate the language 
accurately, in spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and understanding 
of different aspects of the culture and 
society of countries / communities where 
the language is spoken  


1  Limited responses when 
answering questions 


 Limited success in establishing a 
meaningful exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts. 


 Limited range of ideas and 
opinions expressed 


1-2  Very basic grasp of grammar, 
sentences often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures used, showing 
lack of idiomatic knowledge. Heavy 
reliance on English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


1-3  Little evidence of relevant knowledge. 
Frequent misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented with no evidence 
to support it 


 No evidence of an understanding or 
appreciation of the country's culture and 
society 


0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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ORAL MARK SCHEME: TOPIC BASED CARDS (TASK 2 – DISCUSSION) 
 


Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction  


Marks  AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources  


Marks  AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure  


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societies of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


4  All questions are 
answered clearly and 
comprehensively 


 Very good interaction 
and spontaneity. 
Easily initiates and 
sustains discussion 


 A wide range of 
thoughts, feelings and 
view-points 
expressed 


7-8  Full understanding of 
the stimulus material 
demonstrated by clear 
and relevant 
responses to the 
stimulus and 
subsequent questions 


 


7-8  Very good knowledge of 
grammar with few errors  


 Very good knowledge of 
idiomatic phrases and a 
variety of structures 
employed 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation are 
convincing 


4  Very good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 


 Ideas and points of view well 
supported by evidence 
 


3  Most questions are 
answered clearly and 
some in detail 


 Good interaction, 
some spontaneity in 
initiating discussion 


 A range of thoughts, 
feelings and view-
points expressed 


5-6  Stimulus material 
mostly understood 
demonstrated by 
responses to the 
stimulus and most 
subsequent questions 


5-6  Good knowledge of 
grammar. Some errors 
occur 


 Good range of idiomatic 
structures to support 
views and opinions 


 Mistakes in intonation 
and pronunciation do not 
impede undersanding 


3  Good knowledge and 
understanding of the culture 
and society of Spain and 
Spanish-speaking countries 
and communities 
with occasional 
inconsistencies 


 Ideas and opinions are 
generally supported by 
evidence 
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Marks AO1: understand and 
respond in speech to 
spoken language 
including face-to-face 
interaction 


Marks AO2: understand and 
respond in speech to 
written language drawn 
from a variety of sources 


Marks AO3: manipulate the 
language accurately, in 
spoken forms, using a 
range of lexis and structure 


Marks AO4: show knowledge and 
understanding of, and 
respond critically to, different 
aspects of the culture and 
societ of 
countries/communities where 
the language is spoken 


2  Some hesitation 
when answering 
questions. Answers 
generally lack depth 


 Attempts made to 
interact but prompting 
required at times 


 Some opinions and 
ideas expressed 


3-4  Stimulus material 
partly understood 
demonstated by partial 
reponses to stimulus 
and subsequent 
questions 


 


3-4  Limited grammatical 
knowledge and frequent 
basic errors 


 Idiomatic structures used 
to convey pre-learnt 
material. Influence of 
English/Welsh idiom 
evident in unprepared 
material 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation sometimes 
impede understanding 


 


2  Superficial knowledge of the 
culture and society of Spain 
and Spanish-speaking 
countries and communities 
reliant on pre-learnt material, 
presented out of context 


 Ideas expressed are not 
based on factual evidence 
 


1  Limited responses 
when answering 
questions 


 Limited success in 
establishing a 
meaningful 
exchange. Over 
reliance on prompts 


 Limited range of 
ideas and opinions 


1-2  Very limited 
understanding of the 
stimulus material. 
Responses to the 
stimulus material are 
generally irrelevant 


1-2  Very basic grasp of 
grammar, sentences 
often fragmented and 
incomplete 


 Very basic structures 
used, showing lack of 
idiomatic knowledge. 
Heavy reliance on 
English/Welsh type 
structures 


 Intonation and 
pronunciation make 
understanding difficult 


 


1  Little evidence of knowledge 
of question set. Frequent 
misunderstandings 


 Information is fragmented 
with no evidence to support 
it 
 


0   Nothing of value. 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 0  Nothing of value 
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CARD A3 – Understanding the Spanish-speaking world  


Sub-theme – Regional culture and heritage in Spanish-speaking countries and communities  


Abajo verás dos posturas sobre los idiomas regionales españoles. Elige una de estas 


posturas que defenderás contra la postura contraria que será defendida por el 


examinador/la examinadora.    


Opinión A   


 


 Es muy importante hablar gallego en Galicia 


 


Opinión B   


 


 El castellano es el idioma más importante 


 


 


AO4  
 


In response to the task on the stimulus card the candidate may present and 
discuss the following: 
 
Opinion A: 


 The importance of minority languages in Spain - being bilingual can never 
 be a disadvantage 


 Examples of why they reinforce regional identity and the importance to 
history  and heritage 


 Why speaking more than one language enriches one’s view of life 
 
Opinion B: 


 Regional languages versus Spanish 


 Minority languages are dying out – lack of native speakers, they are not 
 seen as essential to make progress in life. Spanish is the official language 


 Have no place in a global context (outside the region). Most young 
Spaniards want to learn English 


 
The examiner will take the opposing opinion to that chosen by the candidate and 
develop a discussion during the conversation in order to cover the opinions 
above. 
 
The above points are suggestions only and are not exhaustive. 
Reward will be given for all relevant points argued by the candidate. 


  












Candidate B 


Stimulus Card A1 –  Task 1- Argument 


Assessment 
objective 


Maximum 
mark 


Mark 
awarded 


Commentary 


AO1 4 3 Good interaction 
A03 8 6 Good use of grammar 
A04 12 8 Good knowledge and understanding of culture 


and society 
TOTAL 24 17 


Click play to hear the recording
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